NOW AVAILABLE WITH AS LOW AS 0% INTEREST FINANCING FOR A LIMITED TIME. CONDITIONS APPLY.

LEMKEN STRATEGIC TILLAGE SOLUTIONS
VERSATILITY AT HIGH SPEEDS
0% FOR 24 MONTHS
1.99% FOR 36 MONTHS
2.99% FOR 48 MONTHS
3.99% FOR 60 MONTHS

For a limited time, take advantage of this exceptional offer.

Terms and conditions:
• This promotion is valid for all new, in stock LEMKEN equipment.
• Available on terms of 24 months at 0% or 36 months at 1.99% or 48 months at 2.99% or 60 month at 3.99%
• Blending interest rates is not permitted.
• Semi-annual, quarterly, or monthly payments only.
• No annual payment option.
• Minimum transaction of $10,000.
• Minimum 15% down payment required.
• Promotion valid from September 1 to November 30, 2018. All applications must be received by this date.
• Promotion available through authorized Canadian dealers only.
• LEMKEN Canada reserves the right to end this promotion at any time without notice.

Get the LEMKEN equipment you need today – It’s easy!

Finance any new LEMKEN machine at great rates today and start using Strategic Tillage to improve your farm’s bottom line.

Please visit lemken.ca or contact your LEMKEN representative for more information.

OFFER ENDS November 30, 2018
Your Investment in Efficiency for All Farming Practices and Conditions

Heliodor 9

The Heliodor compact disc harrow can be used both for shallow stubble cultivation in light and medium soils and for seedbed preparation in various conditions.

- Up to 4” working depth
- Low power requirement
- Vibration effect due to leaf springs
- Compact frame and excellent center of gravity
- 6.5’ to 52’ working widths

20” disc diameter

Dual disc angle of 10.5° to the soil and 16.5° to the direction of travel

5” line distance, 28” or 37” beam spacing
RUBIN 9

The Rubin 9 compact disc harrow is ideally suited for intensive, homogeneous mixing of soil and organic matter at high working speeds. It works without blockages even in tall green manure crops.

- Up to 5.5” working depth
- Outstanding economy, as full-surface cultivation is achieved from only 3”
- Two integrated rebound harrows for better straw distribution and crumbling
- 8’ to 39’ working widths

24” disc diameter  

Dual disc angle of 20° to the soil and 17° to the direction of travel  

5” line distance, 42” beam spacing
The Rubin 12 compact disc harrow delivers an outstanding mixing effect at working depths that are otherwise only achieved with cultivators. It is particularly well suited for stubble cultivation and primary soil cultivation with even very large volumes of organic matter and extremely heavy soil conditions.

- Up to 8” working depth, full-width cultivation from 3”
- No side draft due to symmetrical disc arrangement
- Rebound and levelling harrow for intensive crumbling and optimal levelling
- 10’ to 23’ working widths

29” disc diameter  

Dual disc angle of 20° to the soil and 16° to the direction of travel  

7” line distance, 51” beam spacing
KARAT 9

The Karat 9 chisel plow is an all-rounder for any working depth. It is equally suited for shallow stubble cultivation across the full surface, for deeper passes with intensive mixing and for seedbed preparation in several conditions.

- Up to 13” working depth
- No side draft due to symmetrical tine arrangement
- Intensive topsoil cultivation
- 10’ to 23’ working widths

7 share types in different versions
ANY QUESTIONS?
WE WILL BE HAPPY TO ANSWER THEM.

1 Mark van Deursen ✆ 250-938-0076 ✉ m.vandeursen@lemken.com

3 Shawn Robinson ✆ 519 860 6618 ✉ s.robinson@lemken.com

4 Daniel Palardy ✆ 450-223-4622 ✉ daniel.palardy@distpalardy.com

2 Waldemar Heidebrecht ✆ 204-712-7073 ✉ wheidebrecht@prairieagrisales.ca

5 Matthew Beal ✆ 506-875-4678 ✉ m.beal@lemken.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE: LEMKEN.CA